Cutting Guide
This is a guide for how many of each file is required for each design. If the design does not feature here you are only required to cut
one file of your desired design.
Carousel
Base
Side Mat x 10
Side x 10
Top and Bottom x 2
Roof
Roof Side x 10
Roof Top and Bottom x 1
Roof Underhang Mat x 10
Roof Underhang x 10
Tip x 1
Stand
Stand Side Mat x 5
Stand Side x 5
Stand Top and Bottom x 1
Horse
Horse Mat x 5
Horse x 5
Pole x 10
Castle
Gatehouse
Back x 1
Front x 1
Roof Trim x 1
Sides x 2
Top and Bottom x 2
Mat Layers
Front Mat x 1
Portcullis x 1
Windows x 1

Cutting Guide
Keep
Keep x 1
Roof x 1
Mat Layers
Roof Mat x 1
Window Mat x 1
Main Castle
Back x 1
Front x 1
Ramparts x 1
Sides x 2
Top and Bottom x 2
Mat Layers
Front Mat x 1
Side Mat x 1
Side Towers
Back x 2
Ramparts x 2
Sides x 2
Top and Bottom x 2
Mat Layers
Window Mat x 2
Turrets (Cut the following files for each Turret)
Roof and Base x 1
Turret x 1
Mat Layers
Roof Mat x 1
Window Mat x 1

Cutting Guide
Exploding Box Card
Back x 1
Explosion 1 x 1
Explosion 2 x 1
Front and Sides Mat x 3
Front and Sides x 1
Hot Air Balloon
Balloon Panel x 8
Basket x 1
Top x 1
Toadstool
Base x 1
Cap Top x 1
Cap x 8
Gills Mat x 8
Gills x 8
Stalk x 8
Base
Grass Mat x 8
Side x 8
Top and Bottom x 2
Vardo
Back x 1
Base x 1
Front x 1
Roof x 1
Side x 2
Mat Layers
Back Mat x 1
Front Mat x 1
Roof Mat x 1
Roof Mat 2 x 1
Roof Mat 3 x 1
Roof Mat 4 x 1
Shutter x 2
Side Mat 1 x 1

Cutting Guide
Side Mat 2 x 1
Window Mat x 1
Wheels
Base x 2
Wheels x 1
Vase
Base x 1
Sides x 6
Sides Mat x 6

Bow

1.

Cut one of everything in the file.

2.

Take the large piece with the star detail and glue the ends into the centre of the piece to create a ‘bow’ shape.

3.

Take the smallest piece and glue this around the middle of the star detail piece. This should cover the visible
ends and create the centre ‘knot’ of the bow.

4.

Glue the tails piece to the back of the bow to finish.

Carousel
Base
Side Mat x 10
Side x 10
Top and Bottom x 2
Roof
Roof Side x 10
Roof Top and Bottom x 1
Roof Underhang Mat x 10
Roof Underhang x 10
Tip x 1
Stand
Stand Side Mat x 5
Stand Side x 5
Stand Top and Bottom x 1
Horse
Horse Mat x 5
Horse x 5
Pole x 10
Cut the files in the quantities stated
above.

Carousel
Base
1.

Take one of the Top and Bottom pieces and one of the Side pieces. Using one of the long tabs, glue the side piece to one of the
edges of the Top and Bottom piece. Repeat with the remaining Side pieces ensuring the short side tabs are all facing in the same
direction.

2.

Glue the Side pieces together using the tabs at the sides.

3.

Glue the remaining Top and Bottom piece and glue to the base using the tabs at the top.

4.

Mat the Side Mat pieces to the Side pieces.

Carousel
Roof
1.

Take the largest Top and Bottom piece and one of the Roof Side pieces. Using the short tab, glue the Side piece to one of the
edges of the Top and Bottom piece. Repeat with the remaining Side pieces.

2.

Glue the Side pieces together using the long tabs at the sides.

3.

Take the small Top and Bottom piece and glue to the top of the side pieces using the tabs.

4.

Take one of the Roof Underhang pieces and glue to one of the underside edges of the roof section completed above using the
long tab. Repeat with the remaining Roof Underhang pieces.

5.

Glue the Roof Underhang pieces together using the tabs at the sides.

6.

Mat the Roof Underhang Mat pieces to the Roof Underhang pieces.

7.

Assemble the roof tip by folding gently along the score lines and gluing the tabs to the corresponding sides.

8.

Glue the completed Tip piece to the top of the roof.

Carousel
Stand
1.

Take the largest Stand Top and Bottom piece and one of the Stand Side pieces. Glue the Stand Side piece to the Stand Top and
Bottom piece using the medium sized tab. Repeat with the remaining Side pieces.

2.

Glue the Stand Side pieces together using the long tabs at the sides.

3.

Glue the small Stand Top and Bottom piece to the top of the stand.

Horse
1.

Mat the Horse Mat pieces to the
Horse pieces.

2.

Take two of the Pole pieces and
mat together, leaving the sections
beyond the score lines open at each
end.

3.

Glue the horses to the poles.

Assembly
1.

Take the completed stand and using
the widest end, glue to the centre of
the completed base.

2.

Take the roof and glue this to the
top of the stand, ensuring the roof is
centred and lines up with the base.

3.

Take one of the carousel horses and
fold the end pieces of the poles
outwards.

4.

Glue one end of the pole to the
underside of the roof and one to the
base.

5.

Repeat the above two steps with the
remaining horses.

Castle
Gatehouse
Back x 1
Front x 1
Roof Trim x 1
Sides x 2
Top and Bottom x 2
Mat Layers
Front Mat x 1
Portcullis x 1
Windows x 1
Keep
Keep x 1
Roof x 1
Mat Layers
Roof Mat x 1
Window Mat x 1
Main Castle
Back x 1
Front x 1
Ramparts x 1
Sides x 2
Top and Bottom x 2
Mat Layers
Front Mat x 1
Side Mat x 1
Side Towers
Back x 2
Ramparts x 2
Sides x 2
Top and Bottom x 2
Mat Layers
Window Mat x 2

Castle
Turrets (Cut the following files for each Turret)
Roof and Base x 1
Turret x 1
Mat Layers
Roof Mat x 1
Window Mat x 1
Cut the files in the quantities stated above.

Gatehouse
1.

Take the Portcullis piece and mat behind the door cut out in
the Front piece.

2.

Take the Front Mat piece and mat to the Front piece.

3.

Take one of the solid Windows pieces and mat to the back of
one of the Side pieces to cover the window cut out. Mat the
detailed Window piece to the front of the Side piece. Repeat
with the remaining Side and Window pieces.

4.

Take one of the Top and Bottom pieces and the Front piece.
Glue the bottom edge of the Front piece to one of the
long tabs on the Top and Bottom piece. Repeat this on the
opposite side of the Top and Bottom piece with the Back piece.

5.

Take one of the Side pieces and glue the bottom edge to one of the short tabs on the Top and Bottom piece above. Repeat on
the opposite side with the remaining Side piece.

6.

Glue the Front, Back, and Sides pieces together using the tabs at the sides.

7.

Take the remaining Top and Bottom piece and glue to the top of the structure completed in the steps above.

8.

Take the Roof Trim and glue to the top edge of the completed Gatehouse structure as shown in the picture above.

Castle
Keep
1.

Take the Keep piece and the Window Mat pieces. Mat the solid window shapes behind the window cut outs in the Keep piece.
Mat the detailed window shapes to the front of the window cut outs in the Keep piece.

2.

Assemble the Keep by folding gently along the score lines and gluing the tabs to the corresponding sides.

3.

Assemble the Roof by folding gently along the score lines and gluing the tabs to the corresponding sides.

4.

Glue the Roof to the Keep using the tabs at the bottom of the Roof piece.

5.

Mat the Roof Mat piece to the roof.

Main Castle
1.

Take the Front Mat pieces and the Front piece. Mat the solid pieces
behind the corresponding window cut outs in the Front piece and the
detailed pieces in front of the cut outs.

2.

Take one of the Side pieces and four of the Side Mat pieces. Mat the Side
Mat pieces to the back of the cut outs in the Side piece. Repeat with the
remaining Side and Side Mat pieces.

3.

Take the Front piece and one of the Top and Bottom pieces. Glue the
bottom edge of the Front Piece to the long tab on the Base piece. Repeat
this on the opposite side of the Top and Bottom piece with the Back
piece.

4.

Take one of the Side pieces and glue the bottom edge to one of the short tabs on the Top and Bottom piece above. Repeat on
the opposite side with the remaining Side piece.

5.

Glue the Front, Back, and Sides pieces together using the tabs at the sides.

6.

Take the remaining Top and Bottom piece and glue to the top of the structure completed in the steps above.

7.

Take the largest Ramparts piece and fold gently along the score lines. Glue the small tabs to the corresponding side to create a
‘lid’ shape.

8.

Glue the longest Ramparts piece to the long front side of the section completed in Step 7. Glue the small ramparts pieces to
either side of the section, joining all the ramparts pieces using the tabs at the sides.

9.

Glue the completed Ramparts to the top of the Main Castle with the back of
the Ramparts flush with the back of the Main Castle.

Castle
Side Towers
1.

Take half of the Window Mat pieces and one of the Sides pieces. Mat
the solid pieces behind the window cut outs in the Sides piece and the
detailed pieces in front of the cut outs.

2.

Take one of the Top and Bottom pieces and glue the short tabs the
bottom edges of the Sides piece, folding gently along the score lines to
help create the shape.

3.

Repeat Step 2 with another Top and Bottom piece along the top edge of
the Side piece.

4.

Glue the Back piece to the back of the structure completed in the above
steps.

5.

Take the widest Ramparts piece and assembly by folding gently along the
score lines and gluing the tabs to the corresponding sides to create a ‘lid’
shape.

6.

Glue the Ramparts detailed piece to the front of the piece completed in
Step 5, using the score lines as a guide.

7.

Glue the completed Ramparts to the top of the Side Tower with the back
of the Ramparts flush with the back of the Side Tower.

8.

Repeat the above steps for the second Side Tower.

Turrets (Both Turrets are assembled using the same method)
1.

Take the Turret piece and the Window Mat pieces. Mat the solid pieces behind the window cut outs in the Sides piece and the
detailed pieces in front of the cut outs.

2.

Fold the Turret piece gently along the score lines to help create the shape and glue the ends together using the long tab.

3.

Take the largest Roof and Base piece - this is the roof. Fold the Roof gently along the score lines to help create the shape and
glue the ends together using the long tab.

4.

Glue the Roof into the top of the Turret using the tabs along the edges of the Roof piece.

5.

Mat the Roof Mat piece to the Roof.

6.

Take the smallest Roof and Base piece - this is the base.
Glue this into the bottom of the Turret using the tabs
along the edges of the Base piece.

Castle
Assembly
1.

Glue the Gatehouse to the front of the Main Castle so it is positioned centrally.

2.

Glue the Side Towers to opposite sides of the Main tower.

3.

Glue Turrets to either side of the Main Castle Roof with the back of the Turrets flush with the back of the Main Castle.

4.

Glue the Keep to the middle of the Main Castle roof, in between the Turrets.

5.

Decorate with flowers if desired.

Exploding Box Card

Back x 1
Explosion 1 x 1
Explosion 2 x 1
Front and Sides Mat x 3
Front and Sides x 1
Cut the files in the quantities stated above.
1.

Take the Front and Sides piece and fold the flaps back along the score lines.

2.

Mat the Front and Sides Mat pieces to the flaps on the Front and Sides piece.

3.

Take the Back piece and glue the tabs to the sides of the Front and Sides piece.

4.

Take the Explosion 1 pieces and mat the details to the main explosion piece.

5.

Take the Explosion 2 pieces and mat the details to the main explosion piece.

6.

Glue Explosion 1 into the box using the tabs at the sides.

7.

Glue Explosion 2 into the box behind Explosion 1 using the tabs at the sides.

Hot Air
Balloon
Cutting Files
Balloon Panel x 8
Basket x 1
Top x 1
Additional Materials
Ribbon or string cut in to 5 lengths.
Cut the files in the quantities stated above.

1.

Take the Balloon Panel pieces and glue together using the
tabs at the sides.

2.

Make up the basket by folding gently along the score lines
and gluing the tabs to the corresponding sides.

3.

Take the Top piece and thread one piece of string or ribbon
through and knot to secure.

4.

Glue the Top over the hole at the top of the completed
Balloon section.

5.

Take one of the remaining pieces of ribbon or string and glue to the inside of one corner of the Basket.
Glue the other end inside the Balloon piece. Repeat with the remaining ribbon or string in the other
corners of the Basket and Balloon.

Star Bag

1.

Cut one of each file in the folder.

2.

Take the Sides piece and one of the Front and Back pieces. Start with the centre section of the Sides piece, glue this to the
bottom of the Front and Back piece. Continue to glue the pieces together following the edges of the Front and Back piece.

3.

Repeat the above step with the remaining Front and Back piece on the other side of the Sides piece.

4.

Mat the Mat piece to the front of the bag.

5.

Glue the handles to the inside of each side of the bag.

Toadstool
Toadstool
Base x 1
Cap Top x 1
Cap x 8
Gills Mat x 8
Gills x 8
Stalk x 8
Base
Grass Mat x 8
Side x 8
Top and Bottom x 2
Cut the files in the quantities stated
above.

Toadstool
Toadstool
1.

Take the Stalk pieces and glue together using the long tabs at the sides.

2.

Take the Base piece and glue to the bottom of the Stalk.

3.

Mat the Gills Mat pieces to the Gills pieces.

4.

Take one of the Gills pieces and glue to the small tab at the top of one of the Stalk pieces. Repeat with the remaining Gills pieces
along the top of the Stalk.

5.

Glue the Gills pieces together using the tabs at the sides.

6.

Take one of the Cap pieces and glue to the top of one of the Gills pieces using the tab at the bottom. Repeat with the remaining
Cap pieces along the top of the Gills.

7.

Glue the Cap pieces together using the tabs at the sides, folding the cap pieces gently along the score lines to help create the
shape.

8.

Glue the Cap Top to the top of the Cap to complete the Toadstool.

Base
9.

Take one of the Top and Bottom pieces and one of the Side pieces. Using one of the long tabs, glue the side piece to one of the
edges of the Top and Bottom piece. Repeat with the remaining Side pieces ensuring the short side tabs are all facing in the same
direction.

10. Glue the Side pieces together using the tabs at the sides.
11. Glue the remaining Top and Bottom piece and glue to the base using the tabs at the top.
12. Mat the Grass Mat pieces to the Side pieces.

Vardo
Vardo
Back x 1
Base x 1
Front x 1
Roof x 1
Side x 2
Mat Layers
Back Mat x 1
Front Mat x 1
Roof Mat x 1
Roof Mat 2 x 1
Roof Mat 3 x 1
Roof Mat 4 x 1
Shutter x 2
Side Mat 1 x 1
Side Mat 2 x 1
Window Mat x 1
Wheels
Base x 2
Wheels x 1
Cut the files in the quantities
stated above.

Vardo
Vardo
1.

From the Window Mat pieces take the archway-shaped piece and corresponding curtain shapes and mat together. Mat this to
the back of the window cut out in the Front piece.

2.

Take one of the Shutter pieces and glue to the back of the window cut out of one of the Side pieces using the tab. Repeat with
the remaining Shutter and Side pieces.

3.

Take one of the remaining window shapes and one of the curtain shapes and mat together. Glue this behind the window cut out
in one of the Side pieces. Repeat with the remaining Window Mat pieces and Side piece.

4.

Take the Base piece and one of the Side pieces. Glue the long tab at the bottom of the Side piece to one of the long edges of the
Base piece. Repeat on the opposite side of the Base piece with the remaining Side piece.

5.

Take the Front piece and glue to one of the narrow edges of the Base piece using the tab.

Vardo
6.

Glue together the Side, Front, and Back pieces using the tabs at the sides.

7.

Take the Roof piece and glue one of the long tabs to the top edge of one of the Side pieces.

8.

Glue the small tabs to the top edges of the Front and Back pieces, curving the roof so it follows the edge closely.

9.

Glue the remaining Roof tab to the side to complete the main Vardo structure.

10. Take the Front, Back, Side Mat 1, and
Side Mat 2 pieces and mat the their
corresponding piece.
11. Take the Roof Mat pieces and mat to the
roof in size order, beginning Roof Mat and
finishing with Roof Mat 4.

Wheels
1.

Take the two Base pieces and mat together
leaving the tab areas at the edges open.

2.

Take one of the spoke detail pieces and
mat to one of the plain circles to create
wheel. Repeat with the remaining Wheel
pieces.

3.

Fold the tab areas on the Base outwards
and glue them to the centre of the Wheels,
ensuring all the wheels are level so the
Vardo will stand evenly.

4.

Glue the completed vardo to the
completed wheels with the back of the
vardo flush against the straight back of the
base.

Vase

Base x 1
Sides x 6
Sides Mat x 6
Cut the files in the quantities stated above.
1.

Glue the Side pieces together using the tabs at the sides, folding the pieces gently along the score lines to help
create the shape.

2.

Glue the Base piece to the bottom of the Sides section completed in Step 1.

3.

Mat the Sides Mat layers on to the panels of the corresponding size.

